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Abstract—The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in civil

aviation is growing up quickly, enabling new scenarios, especially

in environmental monitoring and public surveillance services. So

far, Earth observation has been carried out only through satellite

images, which are limited in resolution and suffer from important

barriers such as cloud occlusion. Microdrone solutions, providing

video  streaming  capabilities,  are  already  available  on  the

marketplace, but they are limited to altitudes of a few hundred

feet. In contrast, UAVs equipped with high quality cameras  can

fly at altitudes of a few thousand feet and can fill the gap between

satellite observations and ground sensors. Therefore, new needs

for  data  processing  arise,  spanning  from  computer  vision

algorithms  to  sensor  and  mission  management.  This  paper

presents a solution for automatically detecting changes in images

acquired at  different times  by  patrolling UAVs flying over the

same targets (but not necessarily along the same path or at the

same altitude). Change detection in multi-temporal  images is a

prerequisite for land cover inspection, which, in turn, sets up the

basis  for  detecting  potentially  dangerous  or  threatening

situations.

Index  Terms—change  detection,  computer  vision,  remote

sensing,  surveillance,  spatiotemporal  features,  video  signal

processing, unmanned aerial vehicles.

I. INTRODUCTION

NMANNED aerial  vehicles (UAVs), also referred to

as  remotely  piloted  aerial systems (RPAS), are quite

large aircraft without a human pilot aboard. They are

capable of flying at heights of a few hundred to thousand feet

with many hours of autonomy and are thus well suited for the

surveillance of areas of several square kilometers. Originally

developed for military missions, their use in civil missions is

still  at  the  very  beginning,  and  the  civil  normative  rules

concerning their employment are still under  refinement. The

research project SMAT-F2, co-funded by Regione Piemonte,

tried  to  take  advantage  of  such  aircraft  with  the  aim  of

developing an advanced environmental monitoring system.

U

The capability of UAVs of boarding several kilograms of

payload  sensors  enables  the  adoption  of  many  very  high
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definition  cameras,  usually  mounted  on  dedicated  and

stabilized gimbals. The huge amount of HD videos recorded is

demanding  new  processing  techniques  and  innovative

methodologies, in order to provide the ground station with an

intelligent  support  system.  When  a  multi-sensor  setting  is

available, the remote pilot usually pays attention to the front

camera only. Thus, other video streams must be automatically

processed  in  order  to  highlight  potential  frames  and scenes

which may contain anomalies, that can be roughly defined as

situations  arising  from  changes  in  the  scene  compared  to

previously  acquired  videos  at  the  same  position.  Automatic

detection of such changes allows to capture the attention of the

operator  on  situations  that  might  require  further  human

evaluation.

This  paper  introduces  a  first  attempt  for  automatically

detecting changes from high definition videos recorded from

UAVs flying over  the  same  area  during  different  patrolling

missions. Clearly, albeit important ones, anomaly and change

detection  are  only  pre-processing  steps  for  subsequent

operations, such as tracking, classification or estimation of the

change.

The processing flow is made up of several steps. First of all,

exploiting the telemetry information,  candidate images from

previous missions are extracted. Thresholds and ranges have

been  established  for  getting  the  widest  overlapping  areas.

Then,  image  registration  is  performed,  followed  by  image

enhancing steps such as color correction. In order to be able to

quickly  detect  main  changes  and  limit  false  negatives,  we

applied a texture descriptor providing compound information

of image sub-regions. In change detection contexts, this kind

of descriptors have already been used in [1] and [2],  where

edge-based descriptors have been adopted to analyze textural

dissimilarity. In [3] Edge Histogram Descriptors served to the

same  purpose  of  image  pre-processing  for  quickly  purging

false signals, allowing the use of a refinement algorithm on a

small number of Regions of Interest (ROI).

This  paper  is  structured  as  follows.  Section  II  gives  an

overview of the related works. Section III describes the data

set employed and the pre-processing steps. The algorithm for

change detection is described in Section IV, while Section V

provides the related results. Eventually, Section VI wraps up

the proposed methodology and introduces the future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

To  date,  many  algorithms  have  been  developed  to

automatically  detect  changes  in  images  taken  at  different

times.  Such  algorithms  perform  well  for  some  classes  of
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images, but there is no single algorithm that seems to be able

to  simultaneously  address  all  the  key  challenges  that

accompany real-world (non-synthetic) videos.

Many works focus their attention on the issue of building

recognition from aerial images, such as those presented in [4],

[5], and [6]. Reference [4] uses SIFT features [7] and changed

line segments to detect buildings which were not present in the

reference image. In [5] a survey on building detection in aerial

and satellite images is provided, pointing out how a Marked

Point  Process framework is  suitable  for  building extraction.

Reference  [6]  presents  a  detailed  damage  assessment on an

individual  building  basis,  which  makes  use  of  supervised

classification.

Many efforts for detecting changes or damages in buildings,

such as [1], [2], [8], and [9], are pixel based and only provide

information regarding patches of the images which could have

changed. Other works exploit the Light Detection and Ranging

(LiDAR)  data,  from  which  the  Digital  Elevation  Model

(DEM) of surfaces is  derived and fused onto corresponding

aerial images [10]. In [11] high resolution aerial images are

processed  with  a  kernel  partial  least  squares  method  for

features correlation.

Another field where change detection algorithms are being

actively  developed  is  that  of  object  recognition  in  videos

recorded from fixed cameras in urban areas. In that context,

algorithms  have  to  focus  on  the  issue  of  background

identification  and  subtraction.  In  [12],  an  innovative  Pixel-

Based  Adaptive  Segmenter  (PBAS)  models  the  background

through  the  history  of  recently  observed  pixel  values.

Improved Local Binary Patterns (LBP) have been exploited in

[13];  further  improvement  of  this  method  lead  to  the

development  of  SuBSENSE  (Self-Balanced  SENsitivity

Segmenter),  an  algorithm  based  on  pixel-level  change

detection  using  comparisons  of  colors  and  Local  Binary

Similarity Pattern (LBSP) features [14][15]. Other researchers

tried to exploit the integration of remote sensing data together

with  GIS  techniques  in  order  to  analyze  and  classify  the

changing patterns of lands during a long time period.

Originally adopted in military context, nowadays UAVs are

going  to  be  employed  in  civil  environments,  especially  in

surveillance services. They can provide many more images for

evaluating and assessing algorithms compared to the few that

have been available so far, with the important advantage that

such  images  rarely  suffer  from  cloud  occlusion,  often

experienced by satellite acquisition. At the same time, the use

of UAV missions to record surveillance images introduces new

challenges.  During  different  missions,  aircraft  path  and

attitude  may  change,  requiring  additional  processing  of  the

images  in  order  to  compare  them with  previously  recorded

ones. Furthermore, different on-board instruments may record

information at different frequencies (e.g., typically videos are

recorded  at  25  frames  per  second,  while  information

concerning the aircraft position and attitude are recorded only

once or twice per second), and additional steps are required in

order to put together data from different sensors.

Change detection in videos streamed by UAVs is  usually

performed  by  human  operators  at  their  ground  station,  an

operation  which  is  time  consuming,  prone  to  mistakes  and

does not take into account the archive of images from previous

missions. The aim of this work is to provide a support system

to the ground station operator during the UAV mission.

III. IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING

When comparing images acquired by UAVs during different

missions, one must take into account that the aircraft position

and attitude may change between one mission and the other.

Therefore, a preliminary step is required to match the newly

acquired  images  with  those  recorded  during  previous

missions. We describe the procedure that we adopted, together

with the characteristics of the data set employed, in Section

III.A.

Furthermore,  the  images  have  been  acquired  not  only  at

different times, but also in different conditions. Changes in the

weather condition,  in the global illumination, in the sensors

used and in the camera position and orientation are  heavily

affecting the  application of  any change detection algorithm.

Thus,  different pre-processing steps are required in order to

reduce  the  errors  in  the  algorithm output.  In  particular,  we

focused  on  two  processes,  namely  image  registration,

described in Section III.B, and color balancing, described in

Section III.C.

A. Data Sources and Image Matching

The images that we used in this paper come from synthetic

videos of UAV missions which were provided by the Caselle

plant  of  Selex  ES  [23].  The  videos  are  compressed  in  the

MPEG-2 transport stream format (MPEG-2 TS) [24], which is

a  standard container  format  for  transmission and storage  of

audio,  video  and  program-specific  data,  embedded  into  a

multitrack stream. Information about  the  aircraft  flight  plan

and attitude is provided in the MPEG-2 TS metadata track and

is compliant with the standard defined in the NATO STANAG

4609 [25].  This metadata format is currently widely adopted

within  military  environments  and  recently  started  to  be

employed in civil aviation as well.  Acquisition frequency of

the  several  payload  sensors  is  different:  attitude  from IMU

device, position from GPS and video stream from cameras are

running at different speeds that in our case implies different

frequencies of video frames and metadata in the MPEG-2 TS.

In our experimentation sample set there is one set of metadata

every 10-15 frames, but this ratio can vary between different

videos. Therefore, associating the correct GPS coordinates to

each  image  and  finding  matching  images  between  videos

acquired at different times is not a trivial task.

We  proceed  in  the  following  way.  First,  we  extract  the

individual frames and the metadata sets from the MPEG-2 TS

video file. Then, since the frequency of images and metadata

is  different,  we  associate  the  same  coordinates  to  all  the

frames  between one  metadata  set  and  the  next.  Finally,  we

search through videos acquired during previous missions for

all the images which were taken in the same area.  Once we

have selected a  group of possible  matches,  we  can perform

image registration.



B. Image Registration

Image  registration  is  a  necessary  pre-requisite  for  any

change detection algorithm and it consists of transforming two

images into a common reference system. The relevance of this

step  is  obvious,  since  misregistration  necessarily  leads  to

incorrect  results  (i.e.,  false  change  area  detected  in  the

images).  However,  image  registration  is  a  computationally

demanding  task;  therefore,  it  is  important  to  limit  the

registration step to pairs of images acquired in the same area.

This is done through the image matching procedure described

in Section III.A.

We  have  implemented  a  standard  image  registration

process,  based  on  the  identification  of  correspondences

between the images and then, based on such correspondences,

on the computation of an affine transformation matrix which

aligns the two images. In details, we first detect and extract

local  features  from  each  image  by  means  of  the  Oriented

BRIEF (ORB) local image descriptor [18]. These features are

then matched using an approximate k-Nearest Neighbor search

algorithm (FLANN [19]) combined with a constrained random

sampling consensus (RANSAC [20]) algorithm for discarding

outliers. The result of the point-pair subset selection is the best

matching of interest  points  and can be used to compute the

final homography required to align images.

For each frame in a given video, we compute registration

with all the candidate matches found in the previous step (see

Section III.A) and we select the best match, i.e. the one with

the widest overlapping area.

C. Color Balancing

Automatic color balancing is the process of transferring the

color characteristics of a source image to  a target image in

order  to  reduce  the  illumination  and  chromatic  differences

between  them.  Such  differences  can  be  related  to  several

factors,  such  as  the  meteorologic  conditions,  different

positions  of  the  sun,  different  sensors  used  to  acquire  the

images and difference in the viewing directions that, in turn,

reflects  into  different  component  of  the  light  reflected  by

objects in the scene.

The approach to  color balancing used in this  work stems

from the method presented in [17]. This algorithm has been

specifically developed to transfer color between geometrically

aligned multi-temporal images. Such images can contain both

changed and unchanged regions and the aim of the method is

to  transfer  local  image  characteristics  in  the  unchanged

regions and global image characteristics in changed regions,

smoothing  the  transition  between  regions  where  local  and

global characteristics are transferred in order to avoid possible

artifacts.

Color transfer works as follows. Consider an input image t

that  should  be  transformed  into  a  new  image  tnew after

transferring the color information from a source image s. First,

the RGB images are transformed into the CIE Lab color space,

in  order  to  decorrelate  the  color  channels.  Then,  for  each

image pixel, we apply a local color transfer according to the

following formula:

t
new (i,j)=µs( i,j)

k +
σs (i,j)
k

σ
t (i,j)
k (t (i,j )−µ t (i,j)k ) (1)

where  (i,j) are the coordinates of the current pixel,  µt
k and

µs
k are  the  means  of  the  target  and  source  image  in  a

neighbourhood of size k x k around the pixel and σt
k and σs

k are

the standard deviations of the source and target images in the

same window. The algorithm is adaptive, since the value of k

is  optimized  per  pixel.  The  optimal  value  is  the  one  in  an

interval  [kmin,  kmax]  that  maximizes  the  normalized  cross

correlation between the corresponding regions surrounding the

pixel in the source and target images. 

An example of the application of the color balancing can be

seen in Fig. 1.

IV. CHANGE DETECTION ALGORITHM

After the alignment and color correction steps described in

the  previous  Section,  on  each  pair  of  matched  images  we

applied our change detection algorithm which is composed of

two steps. In the first step we aim at identifying areas inside

the images were there are significant changes. In order to do

so, we apply the edge detection algorithm described in Section

IV.A.  The  detection  is  then  refined  in  the  second  step,

described in Section IV.B.

A. Edge Detection

Our edge detection algorithm is based on the MPEG-7 Edge

Histogram  Descriptor  [21][22].  Each  RGB  image  is  first

converted  into  a  gray  scale  one  and  divided  into  16  non-

overlapping blocks of equal size. Each block is further divided

into a fine grid of cells and edge information is calculated in

five  categories:  horizontal,  vertical,  45°,  135°  and  non-

oriented. Each block in the target image is compared with the

corresponding one in the reference image: if the difference in

the total number of edges is greater than a given threshold tE,

the block is  considered changed.  At  this  stage  we  prefer  to

adopt a relatively low threshold (usually a few units), in order

to avoid discarding too many real changes. This means that we



retain  a  higher  number  of  false  positives,  which  will  be

discarded  in  the  next  step.  An  example  of  the  impact  of

different values for tE is shown in Fig. 2.

B. Feature Extraction

The  second  step  of  our  algorithm  has  the  purpose  of

refining the results of the first step, discarding false positives

and  localizing  the  exact  position  of  the  change  inside  the

image.  First,  we  compute the difference of the two images.

Since  we  applied  color  correction,  we  removed  most

differences in the background and illumination, thus relevant

changes  in  the  images  are  highlighted.  In  order  to  localize

such changes,  we  compute  once  more  ORB-based  features,

but this time we only extract  them in the regions that were

flagged as changed by the first  step of the algorithm. If  we

find that a significant fraction of the features are clustered in a

small area, we consider this as a real change.

Once we have localized the changes, we try to reduce the

number of false positives according to the following criterion.

Since we typically have many images (about 10) for the same

target and we are  not  searching for  fast-moving objects  but

rather permanent changes, we expect that any real change will

appear in many images of our sample set. Therefore, we define

a new threshold,  tF, representing the minimum percentage of

frames  with  the  same  coordinates  where  the  change  must

appear in order to consider it a true change. We define tF as a

percentage because in our sample  set  the number of images

corresponding  to  the  same  coordinates  is  not  constant,

therefore a fixed threshold would need to be adjusted for each

group of images.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have tested our algorithm on two sets of images, which

we will indicate as 'Set A' and 'Set B'. Each set consists of two

synthetic videos which simulate different flights over the same

targets.  Each  video  consists  of  about  1500  frames  with  a

resolution  of  720x576  pixels;  artificial  changes  were

introduced between the two flights: one truck in Set A, and

two buses in Set B. The change appears in about 10% of the

frames. Information about the flight plan and the camera field

of  view  is  encoded  in  the  video  metadata  as  described  in

Section III.A.

Since the videos come from different flights, we applied the

pre-processing steps described in Section III before attempting

to identify changes. Afterwards, we have applied the change

detection algorithm.

We have tested the robustness of our algorithm against the

variation of the two thresholds tE and tF defined in Section IV.

Below we will discuss the results obtained.

A. Set A

After the pre-processing steps described in Section III, set A

is composed of 1175 pairs of registered images. Out of these,

277 image pairs contain changes (one truck was added to the

scene in one of the two videos, see Figs. 2 and 3), while the

remaining 898 image pairs do not contain changes. Thus, the

number  of  real  positives  in  the  sample  is  277,  while  the

number of real negatives is 898. We ran different cases with

increasing  values  for  the  most  relevant  thresholds  and  we

computed different metrics for evaluating the performance of

our  algorithm.  Overall,  the  algorithm  was  able  to  find  the

change  in  a  good  fraction  of  the  images.  As  expected,

increasing  the  thresholds  leads  to  increasing  precision  (less

false positives), but also to lower recall. We show the values

of precision and recall obtained for the different cases in Fig. 5

and we list  them, together with other evaluation metrics,  in

Table I.



B. Set B

After the pre-processing steps described in Section III.B, set

B  is  composed  of  1208  pairs  of  registered  images.  Out  of

these, 276 image pairs contain changes (two buses were added

to the scene, see Fig. 4), while the remaining 932 image pairs

do not contain changes. Thus, the number of real positives in

the sample is 552, while the number of real negatives is 932.

Since the two buses are significantly smaller than the truck of

Set A,  we had to increase the number of cells for the edge

detection and use lower values for the thresholds in order to

detect  them.  We  list  the  different  cases  computed,  together

with evaluation metrics, in Table II and we show the values of

precision and recall in Fig. 6.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We  have  presented  a  new  method  for  automatically

detecting  changes  in  aerial  images  recorded  from  high

resolution cameras on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). We

have tested our method on synthetic videos provided by Selex

ES [23] and the proposed algorithm is capable of finding even

small  changes  with  quite  good  confidence  levels.  Our  next

goal  is  to  extend the algorithm in order  to  allow automatic

classification of identified changes. The adoption of UAVs in

civil aviation will require novel dedicated software in order to

provide  the  operator  at  the  ground  station  with  a  support

system, either for detecting changes or for capturing specific

information from the embarked sensor suite. We believe that

change  detection  as  well  as  other  image  processing

capabilities are a new potential business to be investigated and

exploited  by software  vendors  and  providers  in  the  current

aerial marketplace.

TABLE I

STATISTICS OF SET A

tE tF Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure

5 0 % 0.871 0.595 0.884 0.711

5 50 % 0.934 0.946 0.765 0.846

5 100 % 0.829 0.816 0.286 0.424

8 0 % 0.853 0.577 0.773 0.661

8 50 % 0.911 0.878 0.704 0.781

8 100 % 0.829 0.963 0.282 0.436

10 0 % 0.907 0.933 0.653 0.768

10 50 % 0.907 1.000 0.606 0.755

10 100 % 0.787 1.000 0.097 0.177

Statistics  of  Set  A for  different  values  of  the two thresholds  tE and  tF

defined in Section IV.

TABLE II

STATISTICS OF SET B

tE tF Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure

1 0 % 0.873 0.962 0.685 0.800

1 10 % 0.810 1.000 0.489 0.657

1 20 % 0.802 1.000 0.467 0.637

2 0 % 0.848 0.966 0.612 0.749

2 10 % 0.809 1.000 0.486 0.654

2 20 % 0.783 1.000 0.417 0.589

3 0 % 0.810 0.982 0.489 0.653

3 10 % 0.739 1.000 0.297 0.458

3 20 % 0.732 1.000 0.281 0.439

Statistics  of  Set  B for  different  values  of  the two thresholds  tE and  tF

defined in Section IV.
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